UBS EXHIBITING AT WORLD’S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW
COFDM Modulator to be lead product exhibited at NAB2002
Las Vegas, Nevada & Toronto, Ontario (April 9, 2002) – Unique Broadband Systems (CDNX:
UBS) is participating in this week’s National Association of Broadcasters annual conference and
exhibition in Las Vegas. The Company will be profiling its COFDM Modulator as well as a
number of other products at the conference.
UBS’ new sleek state-of-the-art DAB Modulator is the most compact unit on the market today.
The innovative product is the result of extensive consultation with many of the world’s premier
DAB broadcasters. It has been designed exclusively to satisfy the needs of the professional
broadcaster and incorporates robust and efficient RF modulation technology that provides
superior coverage in non-line of sight situations. The basis for this and other leading UBS
products is COFDM Modulation, which is resistant to multi-path interference, even in a mobile
environment.
UBS will also be exhibiting its MMDS Transmitter, which is capable of transmitting between one
to thirty-one analog or digital channels. This range of broadband transmitters can provide costeffective omni-directional or sectored coverage for any size market. The Company’s MMDS
receiver, also on display at NAB2002, is designed for point-to-multipoint applications such as
wireless Internet.
“It is important that UBS continue to participate in these important industry gatherings,” said
Gerald McGoey, Chairman of UBS. “Besides showcasing some our leading-edge technology,
this show affords us many networking opportunities within the industry. As the new Board of
Directors completes its assessment of UBS’ operations, the intelligence gathered at NAB2002 will
be valuable as we assess the opportunities we have to maximize shareholder value.”
NAB2002 is the world’s leading conference and exhibition for the converging electronic media
communications industries. Produced annually in April by the National Association of
Broadcasters, The NAB Show delivers the most comprehensive showcase of digital
communications technologies including every element of television and radio broadcasting,
film/video production and post production, audio production, multimedia, the Internet, satellite and
telecommunications.
About Unique Broadband Systems, Inc.
Unique Broadband Systems, Inc. (UBS) designs, develops and manufactures high-speed fixed
and mobile wireless solutions based on OFDM technology. UBS has offices in Canada,
Denmark, the UK and Italy.
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